USER NOTICE FOR COURSE WEBSITES

Note: If you are including copyrighted material on a course website in reliance on fair use or with permission, it is advisable, among other measures, to include a notice to that effect on the site. The following notice may be used for that purpose:

This course website contains copyrighted materials. Those materials may include text, images, graphics, audio and video clips, and other content (collectively, the “Content”). In some cases, the copyright is owned by third parties, and Harvard is making the third-party Content available to you by permission or under the fair use doctrine.

The Content is made available only for your personal, noncommercial educational and scholarly use. You may not use the Content for any other purpose, or distribute or make the Content available to others, unless you obtain any required permission from the copyright holder. Some Content may be provided via streaming or other means that restrict copying; you may not circumvent those restrictions. You may not alter or remove any copyright or other proprietary notices included in the Content.